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Abstract

scene [15],[16]. Our interpolation algorithm makes use
of motion estimates and is based on the assumption
that the scene consists of a few moving objects and a
nearly stationary background.
Our interframe interpolation algorithm interpolates
an arbitrary number of frames between two successive frames of a cinematic sequence. The algorithm
consists of two stages: a) ray detection, and b) ray
interpolation.

W e present a new algorithm f o r interframe i d e r polation of cinem.atic sequences. W e demonstrate its
applicability t o video data com.pression of pedestrian
traffic and d a t a compression.f o r video confereiicin,g. In
both of these applications it is assumed that the background is nearly stationary and that there are no i d e r object occlusions. The interpolation algorithm makes
use of estimates of optical flow to compensate f o r the
motion of objects between two frames. W e describe
three major problems associated with motion compensated cinematic interpolation: interframe occlusion,
interfram.e zooming and figure-ground ambiguity. Our
algorithm suppresses artifacts caused b y all three of
these problems.
Index terms: computer uzsaon, interframe interpolation, video compression.
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In ray det,ection a forward optical flow, computed
with the two frames in the natural order, and a
backward optical flow, computed with the frames
in the reverse order, are matched in order to associate pixels in one frame that correspond to pixels
in the other one.
In ray int,erpolation we construct the interpolated
frames by estimating the gray levels between corresponding pixels and by filling gaps and resolving ambiguities that appear in the interpolation
planes.

INTRODUCTION

Interframe interpolation is the construction and insertion of additional frames in cinematic sequences. In
video communications, skipping frames at the transmitter and interpolating them at the receiver is a video
compression technique that reduces significantly the
bit rate to transmit the video signal. Interframe interpolation can also be combined with other data compression techniques to further reduce the bit rate. For
instance, subsampling a video sequence by a factor
of 4 (i.e., out of every 4 frames only I is transmitted) and further compressing the transmitted frames
by a factor of 25 using a standard technique such as
JPEG [l],would achieve an overall compression ratio
of 1 O O : l . Interframe interpolation has potential additional applications in slow-motion cinematography,
medical imaging, and computer-aided production of
animated movies.
Interframe interpolation of good quality may be
achievable by modeling the motion of objects i n the

We present interpolation results on a video sequence of pedestrian traffic and on a video sequence of
head-and-shoulders view of a salesman. We compare
the resulting sequences to the sequences produced by
linear interpolation and by a recent interframe interpolation scheme of Cafforio et al. [16]. We evaluated
the distortion quantitatively by computing histograms
of the relative absolute error. Our results are quantitatively and qualitatively superior to those produced
by these other two algorithms. In particular, our algorithm filled gaps and resolved ambiguities caused by
interframe occlusion, interframe zooming, and figureground ambiguity.

2

Interframe interpolation is an attractive technique
for video compression. It has been proven that sim-
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ot a second or less, it is reasonable to assume the following:

ple interpolation schemes such as zero-order interpolation [8] or linear interpolation [9] produce unsatisfactory results whenever motion is present in the scene.
Therefore, it is necessary to compensate for the motion effects in the interpolation process. Encouraging
results have been achieved in video conferencing and
video telephony. However, cinematic sequences with
large interframe displacements, occlusions, and nonrigid moving objects are still difficult to interpolate.
Several motion compensated image interpolation
schemes have been proposed in the literature, [lo],
[ll], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Typically such an interpolation scheme consists of two steps: a) estimation of a map of all the displacements in the scene,
and b) interpolation of frames using the map of displacements. Experience with these schemes indicates
that there are two main problems associated with interframe interpolation:
0

0

Between every pair of consecutive reference
frames every pixel trajectory is approximately linear, and the velocity of the pixel along this segment of the pixel trajectory is approximately constant [IO].
The straight line in the image-time domain that
joins the center of the a pixel A in a reference frame
to the center of its corresponding pixel B in the next
preceding or succeeding reference frame is called a correspondence ray, or ray for short (Figure 1).

Our interpolation algorithm consists of two stages:

Phenomena such as interframe occlusion, interframe zooming and figure-ground ambiguity produce in the interpolation plane gaps that must be
filled and ambiguities that must be resolved to
avoid artifacts in the interpolated images.

0

Most interpolation algorithms do not fill those gaps
and resolve those ambiguities adequately. Some interpolation schemes propose segmentation techniques in
order to overcome the interframe occlusion of background [ll],[15]. These techniques are complex and
have several drawbacks. In Section 3.2.2 we describe
the drawbacks of the most recent of these techniques,
and we propose a new method to deal with this problem. In addition we describe our approach to overcoming interframe zooming and figure-ground ambiguity.
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3.1

The Interpolation Algorithm

3.2

Displacement estimation algorithms must be improved to give more accurate estimates for single
picture elements.

0
0

The pixel trajectories may be estimated adequately from the estimated optical flow in each
of the reference frames [16].

Stage 1 (ray detection): Find the rays that join
corresponding pixels in every two consecutive reference frames.
Stage 2 (ray interpolation): Reconstruct the missing frames by linearly interpolating the pixel values at the two ends of each unambiguous ray, and
then resolving ambiguities and filling gaps.

3.2.1

Ray Detection

A pixel A in the first reference frame RI corresponds
B in the second reference frame R2 if the
trajectory of A in the image-time domain from RI to
R:, coincides with the trajectory of B from Ra to R I .
Corresponding pixels belong to the same brightness
pattern rather than to the same object. An object
may be static but the light source may move, thereby
producing brightness changes in the scene. On the
other hand an object may be moving but there may
not be brightness changes in the image, e.g. a rotating
homogeneous sphere with a temporally invariant light
source, [ 2 ] . A correct interpolation requires the interpolation of moving brightness patterns with respect
to time. Therefore, optical flow is suitable for interpolation since it estimates the motion of brightness
patterns in a scene.
We make use of the optical flow estimation algorithm proposed by Agarwal el al. [3] due to the following reasons:
t.0 a pixel

THE INTERFRAME INTERPOLATION SCHEME
Assumptions and Definitions

We refer to the given frames for interpolation of a
cinematic sequence as reference frames. Our interpolation scheme reconstructs N missing frames between
two consecutive reference frames from estimated trajectories and intensity variations of points in brightness patterns in the image-time domain. We refer to
these estimated trajectories as pzzel trajectorzes. If
two succesive reference frames are separated by 1/6th

It. is able to accomodate large interframe displacements.
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3.2.2

It gives good optical flow estimates, especially in
the presence of motion boundaries.

In this stage we reconstruct the N missing frames between R1 and R2 by analyzing the evolution along
time of the detected rays. We can distinguish two
steps in this procedure: a) direct interpolation and b)
suppression of gaps and ambiguities.

In general, any optical flow algorithm that provides
these two capabilities is admissible in our interpolation
scheme. In adition to [3], t,he optical flow techniques
in [4], [5], [6], [7] may also be suitable for our scheme.
The more accurate the optical flow, the better our
interframe interpolation algorithm performs.
Our optical flow estimation algorithm applied on
two consecutive reference frames, RI and R2, estimates the average velocity vector for the pixels of R1
in their trajectories from R1 to R2. We refer to this
optical flow as the forward p o w . The optical flow estimation for the pixels in the second reference frame,
R2, obtained from R2 to R I , is referred as backward
pow.
If the forward flow of a pixel A in R1 takes A to
pixel B in R2, and the backward flow of B t,akes B
back t o A these two pixels are declared correspondent, and a correspondence ray joining A and B is
constructed. In practice this rule for forming correspondence rays is too restrictive, resulting in frequent
missing of significant rays. To overcome this problem
we use a simple method described by Cafforio and al.
which consists of two steps:

a) Direct interpolation:

Most of the pixels in the interpolated frames can
be reconstructed directly by linearly interpolating the
pixel values at the two ends of a ray. The intensity
associated with a ray T that joins a pixel A at RI to
a pixel B at R2 at each interpolated frame n is found
by :

where I R ~ ( z A ,y ~ is) the intensity of pixel A , which is
at coordinates ( Z A , y ~ ) I, R ~ ( z E ,Y E ) is the intensity
of pixel B at ( I E , Y E ) , Nint[z] denotes the nearest
integer to z, and (z,.(n), y,(n)) are the image-time
domain coordinates of r found in Equations (1).
Since a ray r joins two pixels at their central points,
we imagine that r carries a square pixel of L2 area
along its trajectory and that the intensity of this pixel
is I,.(z,.(n), yr(n)), which is defined in Equation (2).

At each pixel A in R1 use t,he forward flow to
identify a pixel A’ in Rz.
A small window centered on A’ is searched for
the pixel B where the backward flow identifies
the pixel B’ within RI that is at a minimum distance from A . If this distance is smaller than a
given threshold, pixels A and B are declared correspondent (Figure 1).

A pixel in the interpolation plane may be crossed
nearby by several rays (Figure 2). The pixels carried by the rays contribute t o the intensity value of
the pixel at (z, y) in a interpolated frame n whenever
their area overlap the pixel area with center at (z,y)
(Figure 2). That means that a ray ri with coordinates
(zr,(n), y r , ( n ) ) contributes to interpolate the intensitmyvalue of the pixel (z, y) at the interpolated frame

The image-plane coordinat,es (z,., yr) of a ray that
joins a pixel A in RI to a pixel B in R?, at each interpolated frame R follow the equations:

l_<nSN

R a y Interpolation

Let { ri} be the set of rays that satisfy both inequalities. If { r , } are not parallel there is an ambiguity,
which is solved in step b). Otherwise, the area contribution of the Pixel carried by a ray to a Pixel
Y)

(l)

where ( z A, yA) are the illiage-plane coordinates of
pixel .4, ( E B , YB) are the image-plane coordinates of
pixel B , and N are the number of frames t o interpolate
between R1 and R?.
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(4)

detector computation for each reference frame, and
by multiple executions of segmentation procedures in
the reference frames and the interpolated frames. Our
technique suppresses the gaps associated with interframe occlusion of the background while avoiding the
complexities in the Thoma technique. The more accurate the optical flow, the better our technique performs.

The intensity of the pixel (z,y)at the n& interpolated frame, I ( z , y, n), can be determined by a
weighted average of the rays’ intensities {Ir,},where
each weight is the area contribution of each ray of the
set. The final intensity value for a directly interpolated pixel is computed by the following equation:
Z(z, Y,).

=

E,IT, -4,
A T

(5)

I

From Figure 3 observe that if

b) Suppression of gaps and ambiguities:
0

We next show that even in the ideal case of having detected exact correspondence rays there appear
ambiguities and gaps in the int,erpolation plane. Most
designers supressed the ambiguities by averaging and
the gaps and by spatial or zero order interpolation
[lo], [12], [14], [16]. These solutions degrade the reconstructed frames when the interframe displacement
is large, and the moving objects are nonrigid. We suppress these ambiguities and gaps by analyzing their
causes. There are three main causes of these gaps and
ambiguities: interframe occlusion, interframe zooming
and figure-ground ambiguity. For simplicity, we limit
the assumed ambiguities and gaps to scenes where t,he
background is nearly stationary and there are no interobject occlusions.
0

0

0

a) there is a gap at a pixel P in a interpolated
frame,
b) the pixel at the same coordinate at one of the
reference frames, A , does not have an associated
ray, and
c) the pixel at the same coordinate at the other
reference frame, B , has an associated ray,

then there is an occlusion a t pixel P . Our technique confirms the occlusion by repeating the same
procedure in a small neighborhood of P , and finally
estimates the intensity of P as the intensity a t A .
0

Interframe zooming:

If the image of an object expands from RI to R2 the
correspondence rays diverge (Figure 4) , thereby producing gaps in the interpolation plane. These gaps can
be suppressed by repeating the ray detection process
in with RI and R2 in the reverse order and filling in
the missing ra.ys. This technique is also applicable to
cinematic sequences with nonstationary background
and interobject occlusion. Our results show that even
if there is no zooming of images, gaps caused by accidental divergence may occur, for which case this technique continues to be effective.

Interframe occlusion:

Pixels that do not have an associated correspondence ray (i.e., they do not have a corresponding pixel)
are often occluded in the other reference frame. Background occlusion, or covered-uncovered background ,
is the case of interframe occlusion that has been more
examined in the literature [ll],[15]. If an object moves
from the first reference frame to the second one, some
background around the object will get occluded in the
next reference frame, producing gaps in the interpolated frames. The same effect occurs backwards from
the second reference frame to the first. Observe this
effect in the lateral view of a moving square at Figure
3.
Two earlier techniques that compensate for this effect propose a pre-detection and segmentation of the
occluded areas [ 111 ,[15]. The more recent and more advanced technique was proposed by Thoma et al. [15].
This technique detects the interframe occlusion of the
background based on the errors that an optical flow
commits at the motion edges. The optical flow proposed in [15] is a hierarchical block matching. This
technique will fail if the estimated optical flow is accurate at the motion boundaries. In addition it suffers from the complexity of a threshold and change

0

Figure-ground ambiguity:

The most common cause of figure-ground ambiguity in an interpolat,ed frame is the coincidence of
several nonparallel rays in a pixel of an interpolation
plane. We refer to this phenomenon as ray coincidence. For a pixel in the interpolation plane experiencing ray coincidence, Equation (5) is not applicable
since the rays crossing this pixel link pixels from different scene elements in the reference frames. Consider
the case of a square moving from the first to the second reference frame (lateral view is shown at Figure
5). In an interpolation plane (dashed line) there are
coincidences of rays belonging to the square and rays
belonging to the background. Note in Figure 5 that
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the rays AA’ and BB’ coincide at P . We resolve this
ambiguity in favor of rays that cross the pixel area in
the interpolation plane with the largest slope. Then
we apply formula (5) to find out the intensity value
for that pixel.
In more general scenes several rays belonging to
various moving objects and to a moving background
may all cross a pixel area P in the interpolation plane.
In those cases a sophisticated decision is required to
identify the occluding objects.

4

Sequence “salesman”:

The first sequence consists of 5 consecutive frames
of a head-and-shoulders view of a salesman. This sequence is typical of video telephony and video conferencing. The original images were of size 360 x 288.
The cinematic sequence was subsampled by a factor of
4: frames 2, 3, and 4 were interpolated from reference
frames 1 and 5. All of the interframe displacements
between reference frames were 7 pixels or less.
The top row of Figure 6 shows the original frames
2, 3, and 4 from left to right. The frames interpolated
by our new technique are in the bottom row, under
the respective original ones. Figure 7(a) shows reference frame 1 with the estimated forward optical flow,
and Figure 7 ( b )shows reference frame 5 with the estimated backward optical flow. The amount of motion
in this five-frame sequence can be appreciated in Figure 7(c), which shows the frame difference between the
reference frames. Figure 7 ( d ) shows the reconstructed
frame 3. Figure 8 shows a close-up of the box and
the right hand of the salesman in frames 2, 3 and 4.
This region contains the fastest motion of the scene.
The three reconstructed frames 2, 3, and 4 are again
displayed in the bottom row. In Figures 6 and 8 the
interpolated frames seem to be of acceptable quality
for video conferencing, even in the neigborhood of the
box, where there is fast motion.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested our algorithm, as well as linear interpolation and the algorithm of Cafforio e t al. [16], on
two real cinematic sequences. The first sequence is a
head-and-shoulders view of a salesman (“salesman”),
and the second is a scene with pedestrian traffic (“people”).
All algorithms were implenient,ed in C on a SPARC
station l + . Cafforio’s interpolation scheme is also
based on matching the forward and backward optical flow to find corresponding pixels between the two
reference frames (Sectmion3.2.1). It differs from our
scheme mainly in the correction of gaps and ambiguities that appear in the interpolation planes. Cafforio’s
interpolation technique does not resolve adequately
the gaps and ambiguities caused by interframe occlusion, interframe zooming and figure-ground ambiguity.
The intensity of the pixels at gaps in an interpolation
plane are estimated from the pixels on that reference
frame which is closer to the interpolation plane. Cafforio el al. do not explain how their algorithm accounts for ray coincidence ambiguities in pixels in the
interpolation plane. In our implementation of Cafforio’s scheme, we assumed that they resolved every
ambiguity at a pixel P in the interpolation plane by
averaging the gray levels of the pixels of the ambiguous
rays associated wit.h P .
We evalua.ted t,he performance of our interpolation scheme, Cafforio’s scheme and linear interpolation qualitatively by examining the picture quality of
the frames reconstructed in our experiments. We also
evaluated our results quantitatively by computing the
relative absolute error for ea,ch pixel value in the interpolated frames. For a pixel P with intensity I p
in a interpolated frame, and with intensity O p in the
original frame, the relative a.bsolute error c is:
.5=

I IP

- OP
OP

I

Figure 9(a) shows a close-up of frame 3 reconstructed by our technique. Figure 9(b) shows a “direct interpolation” (see Section 3.2.2 a) in which pixels at gaps are black. In this figure the gaps around
the moving box are caused by the interframe occlusion problem. There are also gaps elsewhere in the
image produced by accidental ray divergences. Figure
9(c) shows the same close-up of frame 3 reconstructed
by Cafforio’s interpolation scheme. Observe the dist,ortion in Figure 9(c), especially in the regions that
suffer from the interframe occlusion problem. Figure
9(d) shows a linear interpolation of frame 3. Notice
that our algorithm produced images that are qualitatively superior to both the algorithm of Cafforio el
al. and linear interpolation. In Table 1, we summarize
quantitative results of the performance of the three interpolation algorithms in a close-up restricted to the
box and its neighborhood, shown in Figure 9. For our
interpolation technique, the percents of pixels with 6
smaller than 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 are higher than the
other two techniques, and the percent of pixels with c
greater than 0.5 for our technique is remarkably lower
than the other two. The quantitative results corroborate the superiority of the results obtained by our
int,erpolation technique.

(6)

This quantitative analysis was performed only in regions of the images where t.liere is significant motion.
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Sequence “people”:

algorithms.

The second sequence consists of 4 consecut,ive
frames of a scene with pedestrians crossing a street.
The frames were of size 256 x 240. The sequence was
subsampled by a factor of 3: frames 2 and 3 were interpolated from reference frames 1 and 4. All of the
displacements between reference frames were 12 pixels
or less. This scene contains multiple moving objects
and a stationary background. The motion is primarily translational but the objects (people) are nonrigid,
and show nonrigid motion. The people in the scene
are imaged at low resolution. Because of these characteristics we believe that this sequence is particularly
difficult to interpolate by earlier interframe interpolation algorithms. In fact, none of the earlier reports of
interpolation schemes discussed tests on such difficult
cinematic sequences.
We present 4 original consecutive frames of the cinematic sequence in Figure 10, in the order ( a ) , ( c ) ,
( d ) , ( b ) . Reference frames 1 and 4 are at lO(a) and
10(b) respectively. Frames 2 and 3 are interpolated by
our interframe interpolation scheme. The interpolated
frame 2 is shown in Figure ll(c) and the interpolated
frame 3 is in Figure ll(d). Reference frames 1 and 4
are shown in Figures l l ( a ) and ll(b), directly above
the interpolated frames. Reference frames in Figures
l l ( a ) and ll(b) include small arrows marking the forward and backward optical flow.
In order to show the improvements of our interpolation algorithm with respect to earlier techniques we
focus on the region where the motion is fastest, illustrated in Figures 12, 13 and 14. Figures 12 and 13
are close-ups of Figures 10 and 11 respectively. Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show some quantization of details
in the interpolated pedestrians which do not seem visually important in the full frames. Figure 14(a) is
the same as Figure 13(d). Figure 14(b) shows a “direct interpolation”, with gaps marked black. In this
figure part of the leg has disappeared, because background pixels are averaged with leg pixels in response
to figure-ground ambiguities. Note the gaps around
the moving body and leg. These gaps are produced
by interframe occlusion of the background. In addition
there are gaps on the pedestrians produced by occasional divergences of the rays. Figure 14(d) shows the
frame produced by Cafforio’s interpolation scheme. In
this frame observe the distortion in the body of the
moving man, especially in the leg. This distortion is
mainly produced by resolving inadequately the gaps
and ambiguities. Figure 14(d) shows the results of
a linear interpolation. Not surprisingly, it is of poor
quality. Thus here too our algorithm produces significantly better subjective results than the other two

In Table 1, we summarize quantitative results of the
performance of the three interpolation algorithms in a
region of 10 x 15 pixels centered on the moving leg in
Figure 14. Observe that in this region the quantitative
results of our algorithm are much superior to those of
the other two.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a new scheme for motion compensated interframe interpolation, and demonstrates
its applicability to video data compression. The
scheme consists of two stages: ray detection and ray
interpolation. In the first stage we estimate the pixel
trajectories in the image-time domain using an optical flow technique. In the second stage we interpolate
additional frames and suppress ambiguities and gaps
that appear in the interpolation planes. In this paper
we restrict our attention to cinematic sequences where
the background is nearly stationary and there are no
interobject occlusions.
We show that the ambiguities and gaps are produced by three cinematic phenomena: interframe occlusion, interframe zooming, and figure-ground ambiguity. We present an approach to suppress the ambiguities and gaps produced by these phenomena. Interframe interpolation results of a 4:l temporal subsampling of a scene of a head-and-shoulders view of
a salesman, and of a 3:l temporal subsampling of a
scene with pedestrians in a street have been obtained
with good pichire quality. These results suggest that
a wide variety of cinematic sequences can be subsampled temporally by a factor of 3 or 4, and subsequently
interpolated satisfactorily. Combining our interframe
interpolation scheme with an intraframe compression
technique such as JPEG [I], which can compress still
images by a factor of 25, compression ratios up to
1 O O : l can be achieved.
Our results were qualitatively and quantitatively
superior to those produced by the interpolation
scheme of Cafforio et al.[l6] and to those produced
by linear interpolation. Our algorithm achieved good
results even in the regions where the motion of the
salesman and the motion of the pedestrians produced
large interframe displacements. This suggests that our
algorithm provides a significant improvement over earlier techniques.
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I?igure 2: Area contributions on a pixel area
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Figure 6: Sequence “salesman”. Given frames 2,3,4
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Figure 3: Interframe occlusion
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Figure 4: Interframe zooming
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Figure 5: Figure-ground ambiguity
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Figure 9: Comparisons with other techniques

Figure 12: Close-up of Figure 10

Figure 10: Sequence “people”. Given frames 1,2,3,4

Figure 13: Close-up of Figure 11

Figure 11: Reference frames 1 and 4, optical flow and
interpolated frames 2 and 3

Figure 14: Comparisons with other techniques
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